Abstract-The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) attracts attentions algorithm makes the competing SOMs in the same cluster to for clustering in these years. In our past study, we have proposed accommodate the cluster hence named "peace", while the a method using simultaneously two kinds of SOMs whose features SOMs situated far keep to compete with other SOMs. are different, namely, one self-organizes the area on which input
The differences between nSOM and PSOM are as follows. data are concentrated, and the other self-organizes the whole
The number of wer nSOns fOrone input llows.
of the input space. Further, we have applied this method to 1) The number of winner neurons for one input data.
clustering of data including a lot of noises and have confirmed In nSOM, only one winner neuron is selected from all the the efficiency. However, in order to obtain an efficient clustering neurons in the all SOMs. In PSOM, one winner neuron is performance using this method, we must determine the appro-selected from every SOM. Namely, k winner neurons are priate number of the SOMs used in the method. In this study, selected from k SOMs. we propose the Peace SOM (PSOM) algorithm which possesses te fr k SOMs.
both competing and accommodating abilities. The competing and 2) The number of updated SOMs for one input data.
the accommodating behaviors of PSOM are investigated with In nSOM, only one SOM including the winner neuron is applications to clustering input data including a lot of noises. updated. In PSOM, some SOMs whose winner neuron is near
We can see that PSOM successfully extracts clusters even in the the input data are updated.
case that we do not know the number of clusters in advance.
In the Section II, the algorithm of the two kinds of SOMs I. INTRODUCTION (nSOM) is introduced. In the Section III, we explain the learning algorithm of the proposed PSOM algorithm in detail. The Since we can accumulate a huge amount of data including competing and the accommodating behaviors of PSOM are useless information, it is important to investigate various investigated in the Section IV with applications to clustering extraction methods of clusters from data including a lot of input data including a lot of noises. For 2-dimensional input noises. The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) attracts attentions data, extraction ability of clusters is evaluated both visually for clustering in these years. SOM is an unsupervised neural and quantitatively using a correct answer rate. We also apply network introduced by Kohonen in 1982 [1] and is a model PSOM to 5-dimensional input data and confirm the extraction simplifying self-organization process of the brain. SOM can ability for higher-dimensional data. We can see that PSOM obtain a statistical feature of input data and can be applied to successfully extracts clusters even in the case that we do not a wide field of data classifications [2] - [5] .
know the number of clusters in advance.
In our past study, we have proposed a method using simultaneously two kinds of SOMs whose features are dif-II. TWO KINDS OF SOMs (nSOM) ferent (nSOM method) [6] . In the nSOM method, one selfIn our past study, we have proposed a method using siorganizes the area on which input data are concentrated, and multaneously two kinds of SOMs whose features are different the other self-organizes the whole of the input space. We (nSOM method), namely, one self-organizes the area on which have investigated competing behavior of nSOM caused by the input data are concentrated, and the other self-organizes the difference of the initial states and the neighborhood functions. whole of the input space. We call the former SOML and the Furthermore, we have applied nSOM to clustering of data latter SOMG. In order to apply nSOM to clustering, we use including a lot of noises and have confirmed the efficiency. totally n SOMs, that is one SOMG and (n-1) SOML; namely However, in order to obtain an efficient clustering performance SOML1, SOML2, .., SOML(n_1). We use d-dimensional inusing nSOM method, we must determine the appropriate put data xj = (xj, Cj2, * *,d) (j = 1,X2,. , N) including number of the SOMs used in the method, namely, we must a lot of noises.
know the number of clusters in advance. If we use too many
The differences between SOMG and SOML are only the SOMs in this method, some SOMs compete with each other initial states and the neighborhood functions. However, these in the same cluster and the one cluster is extracted as wrong differences cause interesting competing behaviors of nSOM. (1) First, we consider 2-dimensional input data as shown in Fig. l(a) . The input data is generated artificially as follows. In other words, all SOMs of PSOM have one winner neuron. Total number of the input data N is 1600. 25% of the input In this study, Euclidean distance is used for (1) . The function hLcl ji(t) is called the neighborhood function The remaining 25% of the input data are distributed between and is one of the best used function in the learning algorithms 0 and 1 at random. of SOM. This is described as follows; Because the input data include 2 clusters, we use one -I r_ 2 SOMG and two SOML (n = 3). Each SOM has 100 neurons hLlC,,i(t) =PC/ (t) exp (-2c2(t) ) ' (3) (10 x 10), namely 3 SOMs have totally 300 neurons, and these /~~~n eurons are arranged on a 2-dimensional hexagon. We repeat where Pc, (t) is the learning function, ri and rC are the the learning four times for all input data. vectorial locations on the display grid, and (X(t) corresponds The simulation result is shown in Fig. 1(b) . We can see that to the widths of the neighborhood function. (X(t) is generally two SOML stay around the two clusters by the competing and the input data classified into the clusters corresponding The result is shown in Fig. 3(a) . We can see that the two to them using algorithm in the Section II (R =0.05). As we SOML, which competed with each other in Fig. 2(a) , are can see from the figures, SOML can successfully extract the accommodating in one cluster. This is because all SOMs have clusters, and the noises are removed by SOMG. This is the a winner neuron for one input data and the SOMs whose result of the nSOM when we know the number of the clusters winner neurons are close to the input data are significantly in advance.
updated. On the other hand, the SOML situated on the other
On the other hand, Fig. 2(a) shows the result for the same cluster located close to the left-top corner keeps the position input data using three SOML, namely the number of SOML without accommodating. This is because the SOMs whose is more than the number of clusters. In this case two SOML winner neurons are far apart from the input data are updated compete with each other in the same cluster located at the very little. lower part of the input space and the extraction of the clusters
We carry out the extraction of clusters from Fig. 3(a) . Now, we apply the PSOM algorithm after Fig. 2(a) . We the clusters corresponding to SOMLi, SOML2 and SOML3, repeat the PSOM algorithm four times for all the input data. respectively (R =0.05).
The parameters of the learning are chosen as follows;
In order to investigate the ability of the PSOM algorithm, the case of larger n, the effect of the PSOM is obvious.
